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Introduction
Digital Voicing of Silent Speech

• By using muscular sensor measurements of speech articulator movement, 
the paper aims to capture silent speech - utterances that have been 
articulated without producing sound. 

• Digital voicing, or generating synthetic speech to be transmitted or played 
back.

• It could be used to create a device analogous to a Bluetooth headset that 
allows people to carry on phone conversations without disrupting those 
around them. 

• It could be used by some people who are no longer able to produce 
audible speech.

• It could make silent speech accessible to our devices and digital assistants by 
leveraging existing high-quality audio-based speech-to-text systems. 



Motivation
Digital Voicing of Silent Speech

• Several initial attempts have been made to convert 
surface electromyography (EMG) signals to speech, 
similar to the task we approach in this paper.

• However, these works have focused on the artificial task 
of recovering audio from EMG that was recorded 
during vocalized speech, rather than the end-goal task 
of generating from silent speech. 

• The authors extend digital voicing to train on silent EMG 
ES rather than only vocalized EMG EV. 

• The challenge is that when training on vocalized EMG 
data we have both EMG inputs and time-aligned speech 
targets, but for silent EMG any recorded audio will be 
silent. (How to get vocalized speech for silent EMG)



Data Collection
Digital Voicing of Silent Speech

• Closed Vocabulary: These expressions come from a small set of templates 
such as “<weekday> <month> <year>”

• Open Vocabulary: Sentences from books.

• 30 utterances for validation and 100 for test



Method
Digital Voicing of Silent Speech

Feature Representation
raw features of EMG and speech are converted into vectors using common methods 
in previous works.
EMG to Speech Feature Transducer
a bidirectional LSTM is used to convert between featurized versions of the signals, 
EMG and Audio. 
Audio Target Transfer
• dynamic time warping (DTW) 
• canonical correlation analysis (CCA)
• Refinement with Predicted Audio
WaveNet Synthesis:
a WaveNet decoder generates the audio sample by sample conditioned on speech 
features.



Method
Digital Voicing of Silent Speech

Audio Target Transfer

• dynamic time warping (DTW) 

• canonical correlation analysis (CCA)

• Refinement with Predicted Audio



Experiment
Digital Voicing of Silent Speech

• Closed vocabulary

• Open vocabulary



Summary
Digital Voicing of Silent Speech

• The results show that digital voicing of silent speech, while still 
challenging in open domain settings, shows promise as an 
achievable technology. 

• The proposed method also significantly improve intelligibility in an 
open vocabulary condition, with a relative error reduction over 
20%. 

• The authors release a new dataset of EMG signals collected during 
both silent and vocalized speech. 





Introduction
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

• Evaluation is a long-standing issue in developing conversational dialogue 
systems (i.e., chatbots). 

• Chatbots do not solve a clearly-defined task whose success can be 
measured in relation to an a priori defined ground truth.

• Automatic metrics have so far failed to show high correlation with human 
evaluations.

• Human evaluation is  necessary. However, single-turn ratings disregard the 
multi-turn nature of a dialogue. Most of multi-turn evaluations are based on 
human-bot conversations, which are costly to obtain and tend to suffer 
from low quality.



Motivation
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

Spot The Bot, a cost-efficient evaluation methodology that can be used to 
rank several bots with regard to their ability to disguise as humans, is based on 
two observations: 

• First, chatbots are trained on conversations between humans, and thus, they 
should be evaluated regarding their ability to mimic human behavior. 

• Second, the longer a conversation is, the more likely it is that a bot exhibits 
non-human-like behavior.

Spot The Bot works by generating conversations between bots, then mixing 
these bot-bot conversations with human-human conversations and letting 
human judges decide for each entity in the conversations if it is a human or a 
bot. 

It does not rely on human-bot conversations and generally requires fewer 
annotations.



Method
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

The crowdworkers’ task is to determine for each entity in a conversation 
whether it is a human or a bot (or whether the crowdworker is unsure). 

The bot that is most frequently annotated as being human wins the 
tournament. 



Method
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

Segmentation

The more exchanges there are in a conversation, the more likely it is that a

bot gets recognized as such. 

Thus, different segments of the conversation are shown to the crowdworkers.

Annotation

First, the annotators have to decide for each entity in a conversation segment 
if it is a bot or a human. 

Second, to correlate the outcome to various characteristics of a bot, the 
framework allows rating specific features. 

The authors choose three features: sensibleness, specificity and fluency.



Method
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

Ranking

Ranking is generated by the TrueSkill algorithm based on the win rate, and 
significant differences in performance are determined by bootstrap sampling. 

The result is a ranked set of clusters, where each cluster is composed of 
entities that do not have a significant difference in performance.

Survival Analysis

We interpret the annotation data as such: the spotted event occurred if the 
system was annotated as “bot” and it survived if it was annotated as “unsure”

or “human”.

If the dialog system was not spotted, we know it survived for at least k 
exchanges. If the dialogue system was spotted as such, we cannot tell the 
exact number of exchanges it took for an annotator to spot it, meaning it 
could have taken less than k exchanges.



Experiment
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

Domains.
Dailydialog (Li et al., 2017), segments of 2, 3, and 5 exchanges

Empathetic Dialogues (Rashkin et al., 2019), 1, 2, and 3 exchanges

PersonaChat (Zhang et al., 2018), 2, 3, and 5 exchanges

Dialogue Systems.

small sequence-to-sequence model (DR)

sequence-to-sequence model (S2) with attention

GPT-2 (GPT) model

BERT-Rank (BR) model

Blender model (BL)

Lost in Conversation7 (LC), Huggingface (HF) and KVMemNN (KV) (for PersonaChat)



Experiment
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

Ranking Results

• As expected, DR performs worst in all three 
domains, which is due to its repetitive nature

• In the Dailydialog and the Empathetic 
Dialogues domains, the GPT2 and the BR 
models perform equally, i.e., they end up in 
the same cluster.

• In both domains, systems using pre-trained 
language models outperform the S2 model, 
which aligns with the expectation of related 
findings. 

• The BL model outperforms all other models 
in both the PersonaChat and Empathetic 
Dialogues domains, which is in line with 
related findings.



Experiment
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

Survival Analysis

Further non-significant differences within the Survival Analysis are 
S2 and DR in the Empathetic Dialogues domain, BR and S2 in the 
Dailydialog domain, and LC and KV in the PersonaChat domain.



Experiment
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

Survival Analysis

For example, for the DR model, the fluency feature is significant 
across all three domains, and together with its low fluency win 
rate, we can deduce that it is often spotted due to its low fluency. 



Experiment
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

On Inter-Annotator Agreement
In our setting, annotator disagreement on a bot’s 
human-like behavior can be interpreted as a feature 
of a bot’s performance.

we calculate per bot and label the percentage of 
cases where both annotators annotate the label if 
one of them does. 

the DR system obtains the highest agreement when 
being identified as a bot, and lowest when it is 
perceived as a human. 

rank high based on win rates and in the survival 
analysis (BL, GPT, LC) obtain the highest agreement 
on the human label and lowest agreement on the 
bot label. 



Experiment
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

On Reliability
We measure how many pairwise conversations 
between two bots are needed to guarantee a stable 
ranking. 

For the Dailydialog domain, 33 pairwise 
conversations are enough to guarantee a stable 
ranking. In the other two domains, this value is 
reached with over 40 pairwise dialogues

A more in-depth analysis reveals that ranking 
stability depends on the significance of pairwise 
comparisons.

Figure 3b shows the result of the leave-one-out 
stability analysis. When leaving one between LC or 
KV out, the stability is achieved with 25 pairwise 
dialogues. 



Experiment
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

On Time Efficiency
For the Dailydialog and PersonaChat domain, 
the average annotation time is at around 25 
seconds. For the Empathetic Dialogues, it is at 
18 seconds, which is due to the shorter 
dialogues.

We compare this to the time to create 
conversations between humans and bots. 

For the Dailydialog and Empathetic Dialogues 
domains, it takes over 2 Minutes per 
conversation. For PersonaChat, the time 
increased to almost 4 minutes.

Thus, Spot The Bot increases the annotation 
speed while reducing the human raters’ mental 
strain  



Summary
Spot The Bot: A Robust and Efficient Framework for the Evaluation of Conversational Dialogue Systems

• The authors propose Spot The Bot, a cost-efficient and robust evaluation 
framework that replaces human-bot conversations with conversations 
between bots.

• Human judges then only annotate for each entity in a conversation whether 
they think it is human or not. 

• They apply the framework to three well-known domains and common 
baselines and state-of-the-art systems to produce a stable ranking among 
them. They release the framework as a ready-to-use tool for evaluating 
dialogue systems.





Introduction
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

• When humans read or listen, they make implicit commonsense inferences 
that frame their understanding of what happened and why. 

• AI systems for tasks such as reading comprehension and dialogue remain far 
from exhibiting similar commonsense reasoning capabilities.

• Two major bottlenecks have been acquiring commonsense knowledge and 
successfully incorporating it into state-of-the-art AI systems. 



Motivation
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

• To address the first bottleneck, the authors have built an effective platform 
to acquire causal commonsense knowledge at scale. 

• To address the second, the authors show that pre-trained neural models can 
start making similar inferences when trained on such rich curated data.

• The GLUCOSE (GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations) dataset. 
Given a short story and a sentence X in the story, GLUCOSE captures ten 
dimensions of causal explanation related to X.

Context: Gage was riding his bike. A car turned in front of him. Gage turned his bike sharply. He fell off 
of his bike. Gage skinned his knee.



Method
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

The Knowledge Model of GLUCOSE

• Each story is explained through ten causal dimensions. The semi-structured 
explanation for each dimension includes both a specific statement and a 
general rule.

• Causal Dimensions: For an event or state X stated in a sentence, we 
categorize the dimensions of causality into events and states happening 
before X and those occurring after X. Each category includes five dimensions.

• Semi-structured Inference Rules:  Each rule takes the form “antecedent 
connective consequent,” where the antecedent and consequent are 
composed by filling in syntactic slots for subject, verb, object(s), and 
preposition(s).



Method
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

The GLUCOSE Dataset

• Data Acquisition Platform. a three-stage knowledge acquisition pipeline.

• The workers first go through a qualification test where they must score at 
least 90% on 10 multiple-choice questions on select GLUCOSE dimensions.

• Next, qualified workers can work on the main GLUCOSE data collection task: 
given a story S and a story sentence X, they are asked to fill in (allowing for 
non-applicable) all ten GLUCOSE dimensions.

• Finally, the submissions are reviewed by an expert who rates each worker on 
a scale from 0 to 3, and provides feedback on how to improve.



Method
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

Source of stories for the GLUCOSE dataset is 
ROCStories.

The authors compared its coverage against 
that of the two most relevant commonsense 
resources: ConceptNet and ATOMIC. They 
performed a best-effort mapping from 
GLUCOSE dimensions to relations in 
ConceptNet and ATOMIC.



Experiment
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

Human and Automatic Evaluation

They are shown a randomly-shuffled list of candidate answers, each produced by a 
different system and rates each candidate answer on a four-point Likert scale.

SacreBLEU with equal weights up to 4-grams at corpus-level on the three-reference 
test set.

Models Trained on GLUCOSE

Pretrained Language Model (PT-LM)

One-sided Generation (1S-LM)

Full Rule Generation (Full-LM) 

Encoder-Decoder Model (Enc-Dec)



Experiment
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

Enc-Dec uniformly outperforms all other models, confirming that full visibility 
into context helps an architecture better learn the intricacies of GLUCOSE rules.
Its worst performance is on general rules for dimensions 5 and 10, which have 
the lowest number of training points and are the most diverse in content.



Experiment
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

•



Summary
GLUCOSE: GeneraLized and COntextualized Story Explanations

• The authors introduce GLUCOSE, a large-scale dataset of implicit 
commonsense causal knowledge, encoded as causal mini-
theories about the world, each grounded in a narrative context.

• They show that existing knowledge resources and pretrained 
language models do not include or readily predict GLUCOSE’s rich 
inferential content. 

• when state-of-the-art neural models are trained on this 
knowledge, they can start to make commonsense inferences on 
unseen stories that match humans’ mental models.
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